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22nd March 2019
To Whom It May Concern,
Athena SWAN – Juno Champion conversion application
I write in support of an application for Athena SWAN Silver award following our recent
successful resubmission for Juno Champion status.
As outlined in our Juno submission, the Department of Physics at York has undergone
considerable expansion since our last AS application, and as the Department has grown we
have continued to place equality and inclusion at the heart of all we do.
I am happy to confirm that all the information provided in the application (including
quantitative and qualitative data) is an honest, accurate and true representation of the
Department. Finally, you will note that we are submitting an updated action plan to the
Institute of Physics Juno team towards the end of April – we will, of course, provide you with
a copy of this plan.

Your faithfully,

Professor Kieran Gibson, Head of Department of Physics

Application form for
Juno Champions
Silver Award

Name of institution

University of York

Name of department

Physics

Date of application

November 2018

Date of Juno Champion award

May 2018

Institution Athena SWAN award

Date: 2015

Contact for application

Ros Roberts

Email

ros.roberts@york.ac.uk

Telephone

01904 32 2201

Departmental website

https://www.york.ac.uk/physics/

Must be based in the department

Level: Bronze

ATHENA SWAN SILVER DEPARTMENT AWARDS
In addition to the future planning required for Bronze department recognition,
Silver department awards recognise that the department has taken action in
response to previously identified challenges and can demonstrate the impact
of the actions implemented.

COMPLETING THE FORM
DO NOT ATTEMPT TO COMPLETE THIS APPLICATION FORM WITHOUT
READING THE ATHENA SWAN AWARDS HANDBOOK.
This form should be used by Juno Champion award holders for applications for Athena
SWAN Silver department awards. If the information requested in this form is already
included in the Juno Champion application, please provide page references to where
this can be found.
If you need to insert a landscape page in your application, please copy and paste the
template page at the end of the document, as per the instructions on that page. Please
do not insert any section breaks as to do so will disrupt the page numbers.
In order to convert your Juno award to an Athena SWAN award, you will need to
submit:
• This application form
• Your Juno result letter from the IoP
• Your successful Juno submission

WORD COUNT
The overall word limit is 3,000 words.
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There are no specific word limits for the individual sections and you may distribute
words over each of the sections as appropriate. At the end of every section, please
state how many words you have used in that section.
1. LETTER OF ENDORSEMENT
Please provide a brief statement in support of the Athena SWAN submission. Applicants
should include a statement that the information presented in the application (including
quantitative and qualitative data) is an honest, accurate and true representation of the
department.
2. A PICTURE OF THE DEPARTMENT
(i)

Academic staff by contract function and gender: research-only, teaching and
research or teaching-only
Please see Juno Champion submission (pages 7-9) for details of the staff profile
within the Department. In addition, please note that since that submission in May
2018, a further 4 academic positions on open contracts have been filled within
the Department (3 female, 1 male).
Although numbers are small, it is clear that we have an imbalance of female:male
research staff at grade 6, and are below Russell Group averages (see Juno p9).
Information is provided on p8-9 of the Juno application in relation to recent work
undertaken at recruitment, and it is encouraging to see an early indication of a
positive impact in the 2017 numbers. Our Juno data shows that if female
applicants apply, they are just as likely to be interviewed as male staff, although
less likely to be offered a post. The challenge therefore is both encouraging more
female applications, and taking active steps to further ensure that interview
processes are fair to all.
[Action 2.1.1: review recruitment documentation on an annual basis (last
reviewed in September 2018), to ensure bias is not present]
[Action 2.1.2: Ensure all staff complete Unconscious Bias training before being on
an interview panel.]
Teaching and Scholarship staff
The Department currently has three T&S staff, two male grade 8 who were
promoted from grade 7 in 2016, and one female grade 7 who was promoted from
grade 6 in 2017.

(ii)

Academic and research staff by grade on fixed-term, open-ended/permanent
and zero-hour contracts by gender
The University does not use zero-hours contracts.
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Academic staff

The data in the table below summarises the historical position with regard to
fixed term contracts for academic staff in the Department.

Physics

2013
2014
F
M
F
M
FTC Open FTC Open FTC Open FTC Open FTC
Grade 7
33% 67% 0% 100% 33% 67% 0% 100% 0%
1.0 2.0
11.0 1.0 2.0
15.0
Grade 8
0% 100% 0% 100%
0% 100%
1.0
1.5
3.5
Reader
0% 100% 0% 100% 0% 100% 0% 100% 0%
1.0
5.0
1.0
3.0
Prof/HoD/Snr Mgt 0% 100% 10% 90% 0% 100% 7% 93% 0%
1.5 1.3 12.5
2.5 1.3 16.5

2015
F
M
Open FTC Open FTC
100% 0% 100% 0%
2.0
15.0
0% 100%
3.5
100% 0% 100% 0%
2.0
4.0
100% 7% 93% 0%
2.5 1.2 15.2

2016
F
M
Open FTC Open FTC
100% 0% 100% 0%
2.0
15.0
0% 100%
5.5
100% 0% 100% 0%
2.0
4.6
100% 3% 97% 0%
2.1 0.5 15.5

2017
F
M
Open FTC Open
100% 3% 97%
2.0 0.5 15.0
0% 100%
4.0
100% 0% 100%
2.0
4.6
100% 3% 97%
2.1 0.5 15.5

It is clear that there have been some examples of the use of fixed term contracts
for academic staff, but they can all be explained in the context of individual
career developments. For example, the Grade 7 female in 2013/14 was an
independent research fellow who went on to secure an open position. The FTC
male professors are those who have retired, but chosen to return on a part-time
and fixed term basis. Although we will continue to monitor FTC, we do not see
either excessive usage, nor gender bias.

Research staff

Given the relatively small numbers of female research staff, the differences in
proportions on FTC and open contracts between male and female are statistically
insignificant. The Department ensures continuity of employment by providing
bridging funds from core budget between research grants for short periods,
wherever possible. All staff whose contracts are ending are encouraged to
register for the University redeployment scheme, which is highlighted on
standard documentation which is sent prior to the end of a contract.
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(iii)

Professional and support staff by gender

All PSS Gender by Grade
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In total there are currently 27F and 19M PSS staff. There is a slight skew towards
females being on lower grades than males, but this is indicative of the
admin/technical split of roles.
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Technical
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It is clear from the above that there are very few male admin staff, and very few
female technical staff.
[Action 2.3.1: look at PSS recruitment over last 2 years to identify where in the
process males and females are dropping out eg at application, shortlisting or
offer.]
(iv)

Where relevant, comment on the transition of technical staff to academic roles.
Whilst such transitions are infrequent, the Department has always sought to
support colleagues in transitioning across staff groups. For example, we have
supported colleagues who are recruited to IT support roles to make the transition
to research software engineer, a role which involves support for teaching but also
independent research. Support included assigning a mentor, and encouragement
to develop department-wide activities. Evidence of success includes being Co-I
on a large Research Council grant. The role of research software engineer was
developed by the Department, in response to external sector developments.

[649 words]
3. SUPPORTING AND ADVANCING WOMEN’S CAREERS
3.1.
(i)

Key transition points
Department submissions to the Research Excellence Framework (REF)
In 2008 RAE 100%F (5/5) and 95%M (19/20) were returned.
In 2014 REF 88%F (7/8) and 92%M (33/36) staff were returned. There is no
gender imbalance here.
For REF2021, all eligible staff will be required to be submitted. Since 2015 we
have supported staff through a series of annual one-to-one meetings to offer
guidance and support in terms of maximising the visibility and impact of
individual papers under development. This process is entirely separate from any
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performance review and development, and the emphasis has been on developing
individual publication strategies.
The REF2021 processes require that an average of 2.5 papers per FTE is
submitted, with a maximum of 5 and minimum submission of 1. The University of
York is conducting a major “mock-REF” exercise at the time of writing and in the
submission from Physics, the average number of papers submitted from eligible
female members of staff is 2.6.
(ii)

Professional and support staff: Induction

All staff are provided with a personalised induction pack, based on a department
template revised in 2016, to ensure that all staff are provided with core
information about the Department and University. Staff are also given an
induction checklist, of all the actions that need to be completed at the start of
employment. Staff and their line managers go through this together. Induction
includes identifying training needs, and awareness of equality and diversity. It
would be timely to review the information provided, gaining feedback from staff,
given that a few staff have recently joined, or are about to join the Department.
[Action 3.1.2.1: review induction information]
(iii)

Professional and support staff: Promotion
There is no formal promotion route for P&S staff. Instead, roles are either
reviewed if the needs of the role have changed, or staff apply for different roles
in order to progress their career. This may be within the Department, University,
or externally.
The University runs a number of schemes to recognise excellent performance
amongst PSS staff. Although individuals and line managers can nominate for
some schemes, as part of its regular business, the Department Management
Team actively considers which staff to nominate so that all eligible staff are given
equal consideration.

3.2.
(i)

Career development
Support offered to those applying for research grant applications

The Department has dedicated research support administrative staff who are
able to guide staff through the application process both in terms of eligibility,
timeframes, costings and system use, but also the content of specific written
sections. Support within academic groups is given to provide feedback on drafts.
The University runs grant writing workshops, which senior Physics staff have been
involved in delivering. The Department has just launched a new sabbatical
scheme (in Autumn 2018/9), one purpose of which is to provide dedicated time
for grant applications. The Department provides mock interviews for all large
awards, drawing on experience from across the University. The Department also
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paid for specialist external training for a (female) researcher in preparation for a
fellowship interview.
When an application is unsuccessful, group coordinators discuss the most
appropriate resubmission strategy with individuals. Recent evidence of success
includes a (female) fellowship where resubmission was made to an alternative
funder, and a (male) EPSRC responsive mode grant following an unsuccessful
programme grant.

Research grants by F staff
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Average value
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Our data shows that since 2014/15, female staff in the department have
submitted proportionally more research grant applications than men. The
average value varies year on year, and does not show any gender split. The
awarded proportion varies, and female staff are less likely to be successful than
males.
[Action 3.2.1.1: review support provided to all staff, with particular view of what
female staff would find helpful.]
(ii)

Professional and support staff: Training

PSS training

Training: year and gender
140
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The University has a comprehensive suite of training courses ranging from IT skills
and bespoke system use, to leadership and management development.
Upcoming training courses are advertised to all Department staff via the weekly
staff digest. Training and development needs are discussed at the annual
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performance review, and during regular individual meetings. Monitoring and
evaluation is done at University level for all courses that they deliver. Within the
Department we evaluate what specific training is required eg for health and
safety, and implement as appropriate.
It is pleasing to note that the uptake of training has significantly increased since
2016. This is partly because more training was made mandatory, but also
because the Department changed performance review processes to encourage
conversations around CPD. We should also note 26 PSS staff in 2016 undertook
Unconscious Bias in Recruitment training. This training was developed by the
University in partnership with our previous Chair DEC, who volunteered to do this
so that the training was attuned to include academic staff. After the Department
trialled the training, it was rolled out across the University for all staff.

(iii)

Professional and support staff: Appraisal/development review

PSS Performance Review training by gender
and year
12
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All staff undertake an annual Performance and Development Review (PDR),
which is a standard University process. The review is normally carried out by the
line manager, who must have undertaken training to be a reviewer.
32 staff have received training, and the Department reminds all staff that it is
available each year, in advance of the review cycle. In response to PSS staff
feedback, meetings will be offered earlier next year ie during August and
September, rather than in October. This will mean that staff have the time to
have a meaningful discussion, rather than it happening at the same time as the
start of the academic year, which can be extremely busy.
[Action 3.2.3.1: PSS performance reviews take place in August/September 2019]
(iv)

Support given to professional and support staff for career progression
There are opportunities for staff in training and development, and increasingly
opportunities for secondment, which can lead to further career opportunities.
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The University is a founding signatory of the Technician Commitment, and has an
action plan which includes work on career pathways and career development.
Part of this work is to develop generic job descriptions which clearly highlight the
skills needed in order to progress through a technical career. The Department
Manager was actively involved in the grade 8 description, so that we could be the
first department to openly recruit under the new scheme, for our newly created
role of Technical Manager. Investment in this role will also provide the basis for
greater career support for existing members of technical staff.
Much of the work for the Technician Commitment is delivered through TechYork,
with one of the organising committee being a (male) Physics technician.

However, the 2017 Staff Survey indicated that very few PSS in the Department
feel that there is a clear career path available to them at the University (data
cannot be disaggregated by gender as well as staff group). Our next step is
therefore to run focus groups so that we can develop an action plan which is
based on a deeper understanding of the issues.
[Action 3.2.4.1: run staff focus groups in Spring 2019 to inform action plan]
3.3.

Professional and support staff: Flexible working and managing career breaks

(i)

Cover and support for maternity and adoption leave: before and during leave,
and on return to work
The line manager will have a conversation with the member of staff regarding
cover needs at the earliest opportunity, and a standard risk assessment is
undertaken by the Department Health and Safety Officer. Staff going on leave
will, wherever possible, have a handover with the person covering their role both
before and on return.
The University has a number of baby-feeding rooms on campus, and the
Department will make private space available for breastfeeding for those who
don’t have an individual office.
The Department encourages ‘keeping in touch’ days, to ensure that staff are kept
abreast of any significant developments. The Department is very open to
discussing part-time return and flexible working. Indeed one PSS returned on a
part-time basis within the last 5 years.
The Chair of the Departmental Equality Committee lobbied the University to
improve childcare facilities on campus, meeting with the VC to discuss this in
2018. Her efforts, along with others’, contributed to the university prioritising its
plans to build a new, extended-capacity nursery due to open by 2020.

(ii)

Maternity return rate
One PSS has had maternity leave in the last 5 years, and she is still in post, more
than 18 months after return.
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(iii)

Paternity, shared parental, adoption, and parental leave uptake

Paternity, shared parental, adoption and parental leave uptake (in days)
amongst PSS

There have been 5 instances of paternity leave amongst PSS in the last 5 years.
We unaware of any staff who have chosen not to take such leave.
(iv)

Flexible working
The Department has adopted the University's flexitime policy for all professional
support staff in all aspects except the number of days/half days which can be
taken - the Department allows 4.5 days per 3 month accounting period i.e. Jan Mar, Apr - June, etc. The University is 3 days per 3 month accounting period. We
do this because we believe it allows staff greater flexibility.
The Department has supported a number of PSS in formal flexible working
requests. For example, a role that was turned into a job share, a reduction in
hours following maternity leave, a reduction in hours to accommodate external
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interests, and both previous and current Department Managers work reduced
hours for childcare needs. We have also supported a number of informal routes,
such as working remotely to enable support for a close family member with long
term illness, or to accompany their spouse on an extended research visit
overseas.
Further information is in our Juno application, p18-20.

(v)

Transition from part-time back to full-time work after career breaks

There have been discussions with individuals exploring their options for a career
break where the department has made it clear that they would support a break
and subsequent return. However, no staff member has chosen this route over
the reporting period.
3.4.

Organisation and culture

(i)

Culture

Please see Juno p16-17.
The Department Equality Committee now has membership from all staff groups,
and we have increased the student involvement by increasing the number of
places on the group for undergraduate students.
As highlighted in our Juno Champion renewal feedback, a particularly positive
aspect of our efforts to embed a culture of equality and inclusion has been the
introduction of an ‘Equality moment’ to all committee meetings, and working
groups. These allow the whole group (which may include PSS and/or students) to
bring any matters relating to equality to the meeting. By having these formal
opportunities at all meetings, it has raised the awareness of AS Charter principles
amongst staff and students and has provided an additional platform for raising
concerns or sharing views on Departmental and University policies and
procedures.

[1810 words]
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4. ACTION PLAN
The action plan should present prioritised actions to address the issues identified in the above application. These actions may be merged into
the Project Juno action plan; if so, please clearly indicate those actions arising from the above Athena SWAN application.
Please present the action plan in the form of a table. For each action define an appropriate success/outcome measure, identify the
person/position(s) responsible for the action, and timescales for completion.
Actions, and their measures of success, should be Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Relevant and Time-bound (SMART).
See the awards handbook for an example template for an action plan.

Reference

Planned action /
objective

Rationale (i.e
what evidence is
there that
prompted this
action/
objective?)

Key outputs
and
milestones

Timeframe
(start/end date)

Person
responsible
(include job title)

Success
criteria and
outcome

2.1.1

Review recruitment
documentation on an
annual basis to ensure
bias is not present

Documentation
was reviewed in
2016, and 2017
recruitment
figures are
improved. We
need to ensure
that bias does
not creep back
in.

Department
template
updated
each
September

September Annual
2019

Department
Manager

Department
continues to
attract greater
proportion of
female
applicants
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2.1.2

Ensure all staff
complete Unconscious
Bias training before
being on an interview
panel.

Smaller
proportion of
females are
appointed than
apply or are
interviewed.

All interview
panels must
comprise of
staff who
have
completed
training.

April 2019

Ongoing Department
Manager and HR
Administrator

2.3.1

Look at PSS recruitment
over last 2 year to
identify where in the
process males and
females are dropping
out eg at application,
shortlisting or offer.

Admin staff are
female
dominated, and
technical staff
are male
dominated

Complete
data
analysis to
inform
further
actions

July 2019

Department
Manager and
Technical
Manager

Subsequent
actions will
depend on
findings

3.1.2.1

Review induction
information

Timely to review
material given
number of recent
arrivals

Information
is known to
be complete
and useful

September 2 yearly
2019

Department
Manager and HR
Administrator

Feedback is
positive

3.2.1.1

Review support
provided to all staff,
with particular view of
what female staff would
find helpful.

Female staff are
more likely to
submit grant
applications, but
less likely to be
successful

Review
application
process

Jan 2020

Research
Facilitator (NB
this action is
timed for when
we hope to have
more PSS
resource in this
area)

Ensure
process
doesn’t have
inherent bias

March
2020

100% of
interview
panels have
completed
training
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Run focus
groups with
female staff

April 2020

May
2020

Research
Facilitator

Greater
understanding
of what
female PIs
need to be
successful in
grant
applications

3.2.3.1

PSS performance
reviews take place in
August/September
2019

Feedback told us
that October was
too busy for
reviews to be
fully meaningful

Reviews
offered
from August
2019

August
2019

Department
Manager

Positive
feedback from
PSS about
timings

3.2.4.1

Run staff focus groups
in Spring 2019 to inform
action plan

PSS don’t see a
clear career path
at the University

Focus
groups

Spring
2019

Department
Manager

Understanding
of issues to
inform further
actions (links
to
Department
staff survey
action plan)
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This guide was published in February 2017. ©Equality Challenge Unit February 2017.
Athena SWAN is a community trademark registered to Equality Challenge Unit: 011132057.
Information contained in this publication is for the use of Athena SWAN Charter member
institutions only. Use of this publication and its contents for any other purpose, including copying
information in whole or in part, is prohibited. Alternative formats are available: pubs@ecu.ac.uk
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13 August 2018
Professor Kieran Gibson
Head of Department of Physics
University of York
Heslington,
York
YO10 5DD
Dear Kieran
Juno Champion Renewal
Thank you for submitting your paperwork to the Juno Assessment Panel for your
Juno Champion renewal. We would like to thank your school for taking part in one of
the first pilots of our new-style Champion renewal process.
The Panel has agreed to renew your Juno Champion status, subject to you
submitting a revised four-year action plan to the June assessment panel next year.
Your current action plan has quite a lot of actions that take the form of “discuss”,
“review” and “consider”, which implies that there is a lot of work yet to do, and there
is little in the plan that extends beyond 2019. We will not be able to award your
Champion renewal status for the full four years without seeing an action plan
covering the full time period for this status. Many of the success measures listed are
qualitative so it would be helpful for your plan to cover the strategic vision for the next
4 years and onwards to Athena SWAN Gold and plans for Juno Excellence.
We have set out below our feedback against each principle, highlighting where we
commend your progress and the issues that you still need to address. It would be
helpful if you could incorporate this feedback into your revised and updated action
plan.
Principle 1: A robust organisational framework to deliver equality of
opportunity and reward.
Issues to be commended:
There is a well-established committee structure with strong senior management
buy-in: the head of department is the Juno lead, with a separate Chair of DEC, to
promote embedding and there is a wider delegation of actions to working groups.
There are standing items on E&D on all committees with “equality moments”.
Surveys are embedded in the culture and there has been extensive data
collection and analysis.
Issues to be addressed:
It is good to see that you are implementing proportionate representation in all
committees although progress on this seems to be slow and the ambition could
be increased to accelerate the pace of change.

Principle 2: Appointment, promotion and selection processes and procedures
that encourage men and women to apply for academic posts at all levels
Issues to be commended:
There has been a recent review of recruitment processes (research fellow and
academic staff) as data analysis showed that there was an issue with the number
of women applying for posts. The review has been completed with E&D
embedded and supporting literature/documents have been revamped with the
new process being rolled out to staff. Adverts now show a male and female
contact for any given post.
A new unconscious bias course was trialled in Physics and has now been rolled
out across the university.
Staff taking part in recruitment must complete online E&D training (minimum) and
panel chairs must complete a one-day recruitment and selection course.
Issues to be addressed:
The issues in recruiting women may benefit further from a formalised search
committee process with an outcome, if gender balance is not achieved.
There appeared to be some data showing that appointments were made without
the posts being advertised.
Principle 3: Departmental structures and systems which support and encourage
the career progression of all staff and enable men and women to progress and
continue in their careers.
Issues to be commended:
The appraisal process is inclusive of all staff and PDRAs, is closely monitored
and there is 100% completion rates. Staff are required to undertake performance
review training and career development is discussed as part of the process. Staff
survey showed that staff have mixed reactions to the process and a review is
being undertaken.
The research fellow mentoring scheme provides access to a broader pool of
mentoring expertise (allowing access to different career experiences). You could
consider expanding it to provide access to mentors who work in industry.
There is a promotions support panel made of members who have experienced
the promotion process themselves.
Issues to be addressed:
The PI undertakes PDRA appraisals and you should consider how to ensure
PDRAs receive impartial or independent reviews and careers advice.
The panel felt it difficult to tell from submission whether all staff are aware of
promotions criteria and it was not clear if all staff are considered annually for
promotion.

Principle 4: Departmental organisation, structure, management arrangements
and culture that are open, inclusive and transparent and encourage the
participation of all staff.
Issues to be commended:
There are targeted activities to improve gender ratio of undergraduate level via
outreach activities with schools.
All staff meetings and seminars now take place within core hours (10am to 4pm)
and meetings are recorded so that people who cannot be present can review.
Departmental emails are rationalised into bulletins are students are given the
message they can expect a reply within three days to help reduce the email
burden.
Issues to be addressed
You could consider setting targets for different seminar series.
Outreach and E&D activities do not appear to be in the workload model and this
should be addressed.
Principle 5: Flexible approaches and provisions that enable individuals, at all
career and life stages, to maximise their contribution to their department,
institution and SET
Issues to be commended:
There is good support for flexible working with a range of options, including job
share, part-time working, flexitime, flexible retirement, unpaid leave, term-time
working. Staff survey responses show a perceived “real benefit” from the
arrangements.
Principle 6: An environment where professional conduct is embedded into
departmental culture and behaviour.
Whilst we were not explicitly assessing the new principle 6, it is clear you are already
taking some action under this principle with an agreed departmental harassment
advisor and including training in staff induction. It would be helpful to have a survey
to gather awareness of the issues and start action planning for implementation of this
principle at the departmental level.
Please submit your updated and revised action plan by the 26 April 2019 in order to
retain your Champion status for the full four years. We wish you every success as
you work to further implement activities in your school.
With very best wishes,
Yours sincerely

Professor Valerie Gibson
Chair, Juno Assessment Panel
Email gibson@hep.phy.cam.ac.uk

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS

Heslington, York YO10 5DD, U.K.
Professor Kieran Gibson
Head of Department
Telephone: +44 (0)1904 322210
Fax: +44 (0)1904 322214
E-mail: kieran.gibson@york.ac.uk
http://www.york.ac.uk/physics

31st May 2018

Dear Angela
Application for renewal of Juno Champion status
Department of Physics, University of York
I write in support of our application for renewal of Juno Champion status, with our updated
narrative and action plan attached.
At the time of the last Juno panel visit in 2017, I was the Deputy Head of Department and
have subsequently taken on the HoD role (from August 2017), in succession to Professor
Sarah Thompson. Both because of my previous role as Deputy HoD, and because of an
extended handover period with Sarah, I have for some time been closely involved with the
development of policies and processes to ensure that the six principles of Juno are further
embedded within all that we do in the Department. During my term as HoD, I am
determined to further advance our commitment to equality and diversity in working
towards Athena Swan Gold status.
Colleagues at York have continued to demonstrate a commitment to equality and inclusion
at local, national and international level. Examples at local and national level include our
engagement with outreach activities led by Dr Katherine Leech encouraging better take-up
of physics by girls, and our engagement with the IoP Diversity programme (for example Dr
Christian Diget is now a member of the IoP Diversity Committee, Professor Brian Fulton was
awarded the IoP Phillips medal in part due to his work in supporting the Juno programme,
and Professor Sarah Thompson is a member of IoP/RSC/EPSRC Working Group on Diversity).
Internationally, the work of Professor Kevin O’Grady on inclusivity in the IEEE Magnetics
Society was recently recognised by the 2018 IEEE Distinguished Service Award. More
generally, physics colleagues at York continue to receive recognition within the community
that enhances the visibility of female physicists: for example, the election of Sarah
Thompson as Vice President, Science & Innovation at the IoP, and the recognition in the
2018 New Year Honours of Dame Pratibha Gai FRS.

As outlined in our submission, the Department of Physics at York has undergone a period of
significant expansion and, following input from the Juno Panel last year, we have responded
to suggestions to make the work of the Departmental Equality Committee (DEC) more
effective, more visible, and more sustainable. We have increased the frequency of DEC
meetings to make our approach to equality more responsive and to help support and
accelerate new policies related to inclusion. We have also changed the way the Committee
operates with more support for the Chair and the delegation of items in our action plan to
working groups. More generally, we have worked to ensure that the impact of the work of
DEC is more widespread, by including Equality and Inclusion as a standing agenda item on all
Departmental Management Team meetings and by the use of “equality moments” within all
the committees of the Department. Finally we have updated and broadened our web
resources to better reflect all aspects of creating an inclusive environment for staff and
students in the York Physics community.
Our progress in further embedding all Juno principles is reported in the submission below
and in the updated action plan. We note that the 6th principle is not formally within the
remit of the renewal application at this stage, but include our commitment to creating an
environment where professional conduct is embedded into departmental culture and
behaviour as an appendix to our submission.
In summary, I re-iterate my personal commitment to Project Juno at York, and hope that
our work in always advocating equality and inclusivity, both within the Department and in
the wider community will be recognised through the renewal of our Juno Champion status.
Yours sincerely

Professor Kieran Gibson
Head of Department of Physics

Department of Physics, University of York
Juno Champion Renewal Application
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Introduction
The Department of Physics at the University of York has had a period of expansion over the last 10
years and during this expansion the gender mix of academic staff has been immediately affected.
This has led us to collect and review more data, consult with other departments and research the
impact of policy. This has resulted in the department implementing several new initiatives with a
view to improving our equality profile, particularly in relation to gender. The implementation of
these initiatives have been supported by the department’s senior managers, particularly the Heads
of Department (changeover from Professor Sarah Thompson, who had been HoD for 6 years, to
Professor Kieran Gibson in August 2017). These initiatives have included implementation of
unconscious bias training for all staff, mental health awareness training for all student-facing staff,
targeted outreach, improving our equality webpages, and reviewing our recruitment
documentation.
We have liaised with colleagues across the faculty and the wider university through Athena SWAN
working groups and forums which share best practice, university-wide staff equality networks and
colleagues in HR regarding recruitment practices. We have an aspiration for an Athena SWAN
Gold application in the relatively near future and have reviewed the operation of our Department
Equality Committee and its Chair, so that they identify priorities from the Action Plan to take
forward and become more focused on actioning tasks that will move us closer towards our Gold
application. We have identified a Juno/Athena SWAN lead to take responsibility for the preparation
of submissions (rather than it being the responsibility of the DEC Chair), which is our HoD, assisted
by the Department Manager, to ensure that the equality strategy is embedded in the overall
departmental strategy.
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Principle 1: Robust organisational framework
The department has a robust organisational framework to deliver equality of opportunity and
reward. The department has an Equality Committee (DEC) that has representation from all staff
groups and the student body. It meets twice a term, reporting to the Department Management
Team (DMT). Both the Head of Department (HoD) and the Department Manager (DM) sit on DMT
and DEC, and all members of DMT drive forward the E&D agenda through the committees that
they chair by having it as a standing item on the agendas of all departmental committees, including
DMT. Also, committee members can raise any questions or ideas they have related to equality as it
pertains to the business of that particular committee, which have been dubbed ‘equality moments’.
Juno is well promoted through our Equality and Inclusion webpages, which cover all of our Equality
work, with a section dedicated to Juno, and our internal Wiki pages. Having held Project Juno
Champion status since 2011, the principles behind the programme are well embedded in the
department as we have: a robust organisational framework; a sound framework for the recruitment
and selection of staff; departmental structures and systems that support and encourage the career
progression and promotion of all staff; an open and inclusive culture; support for flexible working;
an environment where professional conduct is embedded into our departmental culture and
behaviour. Moreover, the majority of staff understand and appreciate our engagement with the
Project Juno and Athena Swan programmes (as evidenced by the responses to the most recent
internal survey of staff in April 2017).

Image 1: Screen shot of our Equality web pages (https://www.york.ac.uk/physics/equality-and-inclusion/ )
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A number of our staff are very actively engaged with E&D work for external bodies, including Dr
Christian Diget (member of the IoP Diversity Committee), Professor Brian Fulton (Chair of the Juno
panel; awarded the IoP Phillips medal in part due to his work in supporting the Juno programme),
Professor Kevin O’Grady (2018 IEEE Award for his work on inclusivity in the IEEE Magnetics
Society – international impact) and Professor Sarah Thompson (member of IoP/RSC/EPSRC
Working Group on Diversity).
We assign an annual budget for providing resources to support the Juno work, primarily to support
the implementation of new initiatives, as these often require additional staff resource to implement
until they are fully embedded into the day to day operation of the department. The department’s
Equality Champion who Chairs the DEC gets an explicit allocation in the academic workload model
for this E&D work, as do all academic members of the committee.
We do not have a separate Juno Committee, or separate Athena SWAN Committee, but have an
overarching DEC, with members of DEC assuming responsibility for certain aspects of the work,
and forming working groups to take different initiatives/activities forward. The incoming HoD,
Professor Kieran Gibson, as a member of DEC, has taken on the responsibility of Juno, and
chaired a small working group, with the support of the DM, to prepare the Juno renewal paperwork.
By having the HoD taking responsibility for Juno, we ensure that Juno principles are at the centre
of all aspects of strategic planning.
We have developed an annual cycle of data collection and distribution to departmental committees
for their consideration and to inform policy implementation and departmental processes and
procedures. We analyse this data within the context of HESA data to compare ourselves to other
Physics departments in similar institutions. We run annual staff and student surveys and use them
to inform future initiatives and evaluate the efficacy of embedded initiatives/activities.
A recent focus has been on reviewing the Research Fellow and Academic recruitment processes
and the impact they have on the gender balance of applicants, interviewees and appointees. The
review has been completed, in consultation with faculty Athena SWAN Group members and HR.
As a result, guidance has been produced and circulated to staff, and a new process introduced
whereby a pre-populated template is produced by the HR Administrator for each new recruitment,
and following editing by the Chair of the recruitment panel it is then passed to the DEC Chair for
review and amendment where necessary to ensure equality principles are followed in all cases.
The department is capitalising on opportunities to drive forward the E&D agenda at the university
level, for example, our DEC Chair, Professor David Jenkins, worked with the university training
department to produce a new Unconscious Bias online training module. This was trialled in Physics
and has since been rolled out across the university.
We have a well-established outreach programme, which offers a wide range of activities for the
public, families, and school students of all ages. In addition, we have targeted activities that are
specifically designed to improve the gender ratio of undergraduate Physics students (for examples,
see Appendix 2).
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Image 2: Screen shot of our Outreach web pages (https://www.york.ac.uk/physics/public-and-schools/ )
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Principle 2: Appointment and selection
The department adheres to the policies, processes and procedures for recruitment provided by the
University’s Human Resources department, which provides a sound framework for the recruitment
and selection of staff, which meet the requirements of the University Equal Opportunities
Employment Policy, the Equality Act 2010 and all other relevant employment legislation
[https://www.york.ac.uk/admin/hr/browse/recruitment]. All members of staff who are involved in the
recruitment and selection of staff must comply with the requirements of the policy and be
appropriately trained, and as a minimum requirement all staff must complete the University's online
equality and diversity training and staff chairing a recruitment panel must complete the one-day
recruitment and selection training course. When considering the composition of recruitment panels,
we require the Chair to ensure that there to be a mix of genders amongst the panel.
We collect and review data to monitor applications, shortlists and appointments by gender, both to
monitor recruitment by gender for individual staff roles but also to review recruitment over a given
time period.

Figure 1: Gender breakdown of academic recruitment since 1 August 2012 until 31 July 2017

Having analysed the academic recruitment data from 2012/13 to 2016/17 (presented in figure 1
above) the percentage of female applicants for academic posts can be seen to be on average 10%
across the period. However, this is extremely variable on a role by role basis, shows applications
for roles ranging from 3% female to 50% female, interviews ranging from 0% female to 100%
female, and 2 of the 20 appointments (10%) made were female. The outcome in terms of female
academics appointed is consistent with the proportion of females applying when considering the
total posts appointed to in the period and so a key issue is getting a higher proportion of females to
apply.
In response to this issue, we have reviewed all our recruitment documentation, updated our
departmental information to more strongly promote our commitment to equality through Juno
Champion and Athena SWAN, and created templates for adverts and candidate briefs to avoid
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gendered language, focus on positive wording, reflect our inclusive culture and practices to
candidates and include clear statements promoting equality and inclusion. In consultation with HR
colleagues for each new post to be advertised we determine whether it is appropriate to include a
positive action statement such as “We particularly encourage applications from women, who are
currently under-represented within...” to help or encourage more diversity within the application
stage, which does not remove competition for jobs - appointments will always be made on the
merit of the application and performance in the selection process. The decision to use a positive
action approach depends on whether it is recognised that particular groups of staff are underrepresented at different levels within our department or service, and we have evidence from our
monitoring data to support the need for a positive action approach.
Currently, it is difficult to measure the effect of these enhanced procedures, as there are no
academic recruitments currently planned, and with the recent growth in academic staff numbers
being male dominated this has therefore depleted the gender balance within the academic body as
a whole.

Figure 2: Gender breakdown of academic staff by grade

We have had a number of externally funded fellowship appointments in recent years, which are not
shown in this data, as they were not recruited through a recruitment process but were direct
appointments. In recent years 3 out of 5 fellowships in the department have been female and of
those 2 out of the 3 female fellowships have had proleptic lectureship appointments, so will show in
the academic staff numbers in future years as they transfer from their fellowship role to academic
staff.
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Another main challenge is one of pipeline, whereby we understand from our analysis of recruitment
data for research staff recruitment there is a disproportionate number of appointments to interviews
and applications. As can be seen in figure 3, on average females accounted for 20% of
applications, 18% of interviews and 15% of appointments, however there is huge variability when
analysed on a role by role basis: 7 recruitments with only male applications; 4 recruitments having
10% or fewer female applications; 16 recruitments having 20% or fewer female applications; 14
recruitments having 30% or fewer female applications; 6 recruitments having fewer than 45%
female applications and 1 recruitment having 100% female applications. We are investigating the
variability further, and are currently going through previous recruitments to see if there is a
correlation with particular areas of research and the flow through from PGR to researcher. We
recognise that there is a need to raise the proportion of females applying for positions, so as we
did for academic recruitment, we have reviewed all of our recruitment documentation, updated our
departmental information to more strongly promote our commitment to equality through Juno
Champion and Athena SWAN, and created templates for adverts and candidate briefs to avoid
gendered language, focus on positive wording, reflect our inclusive culture and practices to
candidates and include clear statements promoting equality and inclusion.

Figure 3: Gender breakdown of research staff recruitment since 1 August 2012 until 31 July 2017

In addition to the these updates, we have also developed additional guidelines and processes for
researcher recruitment following discussions of a working group comprising research group
leaders, the department manager and representatives of the Athena Swan Science Faculty group.
The working group discussions were helpful in enabling us to adopt some of the good practice
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processes already in operation in other departments which have attained Athena SWAN awards.
The key elements that are included in our new processes are:
●

●

●

●

Research groups are encouraged to challenge themselves to produce a list of candidates
of both genders who could be specifically targeted and encouraged to apply, alongside the
regular advertising process, which may include a positive action statement in the
advertisement
Thought should be given to essential criteria as too many or too specific criteria without
clear justification, may unnecessarily reduce the pool of applicants and evidence suggests
it may specifically deter female applicants
Adverts should provide a named male and female contact for a given post. This could
ideally be two people within the wider research group but could also be an
administrator if necessary.
The Physics DEC Chair will review adverts and job descriptions before they are processed
by HR and challenge wording wherever necessary. The recruiting manager will also ask for
evidence that thought has been given on targeted recruitment activities.

As this has been a recent introduction, we have yet to see the impact of these changes to our
processes on the gender mix of research staff, but it should be noted that there has already been
an increase in the proportion of female research only staff from 2016 to 2017 in part due to
successful research fellowships awards.

Figure 4: Gender breakdown of research staff by grade
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As mentioned above, we have also been analysing the flow through from PGR to researcher, so
PGR gender is also of importance.
The PhD recruitment cycles for 2014/15 and 2015/16 entries saw a worsening in female
proportions for applications, offers and acceptances, and this then impacted our overall gender mix
of PhD students. However, we have since seen improvement, perhaps due to changes in process
relating to PhD recruitment implemented by the new Admissions Tutor in the 2015/16 academic
year thus affecting the recruitment cycle for entry 2016/17 but also due to changes in the wording
of our Fusion-CDT recruitment advertising and the re-launch of the CDT website with more
inclusive images and diversity in the student profiles.

Figure 5: Gender breakdown of PhD applications, offers and acceptances

However, it should also be noted that we have a number of joint PhD students with other University
departments, and these students are not counted in our figures, as they are included in the
numbers for their home department. Whilst 2017/18 student numbers look disappointing they are
actually an improvement on 2016/17 figures, as these are based on 1 December 2017 snapshot
and we have had 5 female PhD students register since January 2018, which would make the
proportion of female PhD students 19.7% of total PhD students within the department.
We are doing further analysis of PhD data, including recruitment by research area, and also
destination data, as a proportion of our PhD students are appointed to post-doctoral research
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positions within the department, some through direct appointment and some through open
recruitment, and we would like to understand more fully their career pathways.

Figure 6: Gender breakdown of PhD students

We have undertaken a great deal of analysis of our undergraduate admissions, exploring carefully
the role of unconscious bias in undergraduate recruitment and using that data to inform the design
of our interview days and the experience of visiting applicants and their parents. All of our
academics have received unconscious bias training, and we scrutinise the data carefully for
evidence of unconscious bias which might be revealed by a discrepancy in success rate in the
conversion of applications by male and female applicants depending on the interviewer. In 2014
the Admissions Tutor introduced a number of initiatives due to concerns about the department’s
UG gender balance and drop off between offers and acceptances, particularly for female
applicants (noting that the national average of women in Physics was about 21%). This included a
focus on improving conversion activities, communications, updating marketing material (including
ensuring text was well-written, inclusive and non-gendered), updating branding to include a variety
of imagery, and analysing interview effectiveness (including feedback to applicants).
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Figure 7: Gender breakdown of UG offers, applications and acceptances

There continues to be scrutiny of interviewers’ performance, noting that based on past
performance those most successful in recruiting female applicants are found to be the most
successful overall in terms of conversion from offer to acceptance (there was no evidence that the
same gender applicant/interviewer improved conversion). While there are other issues with our
undergraduate recruitment such as our increased UCAS tariff and increasing competition in the
sector, it is pleasing to see an uplift in recent years of female applications, offers and acceptances
which we, in part, attribute to our sensitivity to unconscious bias at open days and UCAS visit days.
The success of the very high conversion interviewers is shared with other interviewers through
best practice sessions before the start of the cycle and during the cycle if there are significant
changes in trend. The successes of the gender-based initiatives that our Admissions Team have
implemented have been shared more widely, with the Admissions Tutor who implemented these
initiatives being invited to speak at a session earlier this year on improving gender balance in
Admissions at an Institute of Physics annual event for Admissions Tutors and Directors of
Teaching and Learning from physics departments across the UK and Republic of Ireland. He has
also given a talk on this at ViCEPHEC (Variety in Chemistry Education and Physics Higher
Education) at the University of York in 2017.
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As can be seen in Figure 8 below, using HESA data we analyse our position in comparison to
Physics departments in the Russell Group, measuring our performance against the Russell Group
average:

Figure 8: UG Gender comparison over time - York against Russell Group average

As can be seen, there has been improvement in our gender balance at UG entry compared to
other Russell Group universities. Through our targeted outreach activities (such as Girls in Physics
– see Appendix 2 for further information), we are hopeful of further improvement in gender balance
in future years.
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Principle 3: Career progression and promotion
We are confident that we have departmental structures and systems that support and encourage
the career progression and promotion of all staff. Promotion of academic, research and teaching
staff has clearly defined criteria and procedures, and the deadlines for applications to the
Academic Promotions Committee are in the autumn term each year. The criteria clearly state that
the Committee will have due regard to career breaks and relevant personal circumstances (such
as part-time working, maternity/paternity leave, disability, long-term illness) and that while career
breaks might explain delayed career development, they are not viewed as a weakness in a career
profile. The Department also has a Promotion Support panel, which has a mix of academics at
different career stages (mixed gender also - most recent panel was 3 men and 3 women) who
have been through the promotions process themselves and/or been on the University’s central
promotions panel.
In terms of the key principles of equality of opportunity, we continue to see no barrier to
promotion/advancement based on gender. We have robust data from the University which
demonstrates that the career advancement of female academics is a little faster than that of men.
This perception that there is no bias in promotion seems to be widely shared as shown by our 2017
survey of staff, however, support for this view seems more strongly held by men than women.

Figure 9: Responses to staff survey of April 2017 on whether staff believe men and women have equal possibilities and support for
promotion and career advancement

We have an appraisal process in place for all staff, including PDRAs, and take up is closely
monitored - we report to the Dean of Faculty as part of the University's oversight process and for
the last annual performance review had a 100% completion rate for all eligible staff. In the 2017 allstaff survey there were a number of questions which focused on how useful staff perceive the
appraisal process, and responses to those questions varied by staff group (technical staff
perceiving little value but academic staff perceiving significantly greater value. All staff who
undertake performance reviews had to undergo performance review training both centrally and, for
academics, within the Department to ensure equality of approach and interpretation, when the
University introduced a new process in 2015/16. This should ensure more commonality in the way
these reviews are carried out. As part of the performance review process, staff have the
opportunity to discuss career development aspirations and future plans. However given the
responses to the staff survey have been variable by staff group, it would appear that this is not
being explored fully by all staff with their line manager, or it could be that for some roles that are
niche areas, such as highly specialised technical roles, it can be perceived as having no clear
career path. We will shortly be holding focus groups in response to the staff survey to explore
some of these differences between staff group perception of career development and performance
management.
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For staff in technical and administrative roles promotion and career development is different to that
of academic, research and teaching staff, as it is not always possible to progress upwards within
the department in which you work and support staff often need to make a move to other
departments within the University (or externally) to progress in their careers. There are
opportunities for support staff for training and development, and there are increasingly
opportunities for secondment to other roles, which often then lead to further career opportunities.
There is work ongoing at Faculty level, particularly for technical staff, to look at whether career
pathways could be defined alongside a structured training and developed plan.
We have an established Research Fellow Career Mentoring Scheme, which has been running
since 2015 and was established by our research staff who recognised that although they are in
general well supported by their supervisor and have useful Annual Performance Reviews, this is
not always the most effective forum for careers advice as there is a potential conflict of interest with
their supervisor and who also may not have the most relevant experience to advise on a wide
range of careers. The key features of the scheme are that it is open to all postdoctoral researchers
in Physics, with researchers choosing from a pool of mentors drawn primarily from Physics, but
including staff with different expertise from across the campus (ensuring that there is a reasonable
proportion of female mentors). There is a strong connection between the Career Mentoring
Scheme and the Physics Researcher Society, which is run by the researchers themselves and
includes PhD students.
The University’s HR department are revising the annual Performance Review process, following
feedback from a recent staff survey to encourage ongoing discussion around development and
progression. New guidance is being prepared for reviewers and reviewees to ensure that PDRs
are supportive and have a broader, more holistic, perspective of performance.
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Principle 4: Open and inclusive culture
As we move towards an Athena Swan Gold application, we continue to expand our focus in other
areas of equality and have started to consider the intersectionality of social categorizations - for
example, by analysing our recruitment data by gender and ethnicity, and not just by gender alone.
We make strides to show that the department is international and open by improvements to our
website, marketing materials and through our actions, for example, we have provided an outreach
stand at the annual York Pride event since 2016 and are currently planning for the 2018 York Pride
event.
We offer opportunities for all to participate in departmental meetings, colloquia and seminars, so
have implemented a core hours policy, which we feel is particularly important for work-life balance
and this has been widely commented on by staff as being seen to be of benefit to all. For example,
all meetings now take place within core hours of 10 am till 4 pm. Despite some initial difficulties
with implementation and the need for committee chairs to keep their agenda to time, this approach
is now successfully embedded. It allows all staff to feel engaged with what is going on while
accommodating needs such as childcare or part-time working. Staff meetings and staff forums are
now routinely recorded with a lecture capture system allowing those who cannot be present to
review the recorded material at a time of their convenience.
Regular Equality and Diversity training is provided to all staff and Postgraduate Teaching
Assistants, with all staff having to undertake an online Equality and Diversity module. A key area
related to equality of opportunity is the issue of unconscious bias and the department stresses this
issue across the board from academic appointments to UG recruitment. All staff recruiting have
received unconscious bias training as an online module, with Physics trialling the initial UB module
produced by the university, which has subsequently been overhauled following feedback from our
trial (generic in nature and, to some staff, patronising in its approach). The Chair of the DEC
worked with the university training department to produce a new UB module, part of which
addressed the needs of academic recruitment and this was again trialled in Physics and has now
been rolled out across the university.
The department has a Social Committee, with representation from all staff groups and
postgraduate students, with a range of events throughout the year, including our annual BBQ, to
which all staff and postgraduates, and their families, are welcome to attend. We ensure that we
have events scheduled far enough in advance that child care can be arranged, and make some
events child-friendly (including our recent Games night and our annual summer BBQ) and have
events at lunchtimes and in the evenings.
We have also helped staff manage their time by reducing the burden of email. There are now
weekly staff bulletins from the university and from the department where information can be
marshalled together into a single email. We have also now managed student expectations better –
explaining that an email response from an academic should normally be expected within three
working days.
Our academic workload model is open and transparent, with a workload spreadsheet updated
annually and available for all academic staff to see the details of each other’s workload and
reasons for any reduction in teaching load. The spreadsheet includes charts for comparison, an
example of which is shown below:
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Figure 10: Chart showing the 2017/18 academic workload (each bar representing an individual's workload)

This chart depicts the current academic workload model, but this is being updated to take into
account research by providing a proportional reduction in teaching and academic citizenship
(formerly known as admin) and this will be in place for the start of 2018/19 academic year.
Another aspect of our open and inclusive culture is to ensure that our seminars promote a positive
gender balance and the DEC Chair liaises with academics in the department who arrange
seminars, to alert them to the need to improve the gender balance of speakers. While data on the
gender of speakers has been collected on departmental colloquia for some time, we have
extended this to include group seminars as of January 2018, and the DEC will review the data
collected at the end of the current academic year. It was agreed that this would be part of the data
that would be submitted to the departmental research committee (along with data already
considered on an annual basis, which includes recruitment stats for research staff, gender balance
of research staff) and DRC would be asked to consider setting targets for different seminar series,
with different targets for different research groups as appropriate.
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Principle 5: Flexible working
The Department supports flexible working and has a number of staff who have requested a range
of flexible working options including job share, part-time working, flexitime (the Department
introduced flexi-time for its support staff prior to the University-wide scheme), flexible retirement,
unpaid leave and career breaks and term-time working. We actively support flexible working
requests wherever operationally possible, including requests to increase hours after periods of
reduced hours, and have, to date, been able to approve all of the formal flexible working requests
that have been made. In addition to the formal flexible working requests, some academic staff have
specific requests in terms of their timetabled teaching, which previously have predominantly been
requested due to caring responsibilities, and, again, it has been possible to approve these
requests, even though it adds additional constraints to the department’s timetable. In our recent
staff survey, we asked staff if they felt reasonable adjustments had been made for them in view of
their caring responsibilities. The response to this was largely very positive especially for those with
childcare or other caring responsibilities.

Image 3: Screen shot of a case study from our Equality web pages

There are good levels of take up of flexible working in the department, and it is clear that staff
perceive this as a real benefit from our analysis of survey responses. The department actively
encourages a good work-life balance, including the core hours policy for meetings previously
mentioned and there has been a shift in culture to ensure that meetings do take place in core
hours and video capture of meeting is used for those who can’t attend. We have been enhancing
our equality web presence and have collected interesting case studies from staff who have been
supported during maternity/paternity leave, taking shared parental leave and working in flexible
patterns and we are hopeful that through more of a presence of these activities and visible
promotion of the support we can provide that there will be an enhanced take up of the flexible
working opportunities available.
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Image 4: Screen shot of a case study from our Equality web pages
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Image 5: Screen shot of a case study from our Equality web pages
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Appendix 1 - addressing Principle 6: Professional conduct
We understand that the new principle 6 will be assessed from November 2018 but it was
suggested that the York team may wish to make reference to it in the action plan or updates.
We endeavour to ensure that we have created an environment where professional conduct is
embedded into our departmental culture and behaviour. As part of our induction processes for
staff, all staff are made aware of university codes of conduct and when policies are updated, staff
are informed through our weekly email. For example at the start of 2018 the University released a
new policy on personal relationships to provide guidance on appropriate behaviour for situations
where students or staff members are related to or become close to another member of staff which
may lead to situations where personal interest may conflict with their duties.
The University, and indeed the Physics department, is committed to creating a fair, welcoming and
inclusive environment where bullying and harassment are unacceptable and where members of its
community treat each other with dignity and respect. Policies and procedures are in place to
protect staff and students, and to ensure that any complaints are resolved. The Code of Practice
on Harassment describes the range of options which are available and explains the sources of
support which can be accessed and includes an expectation that every effort will be made to
resolve any complaints of harassment through informal procedures. There are two distinct codes,
one for Staff and one for Students, but in both cases everyone is encouraged to anonymously
report any instances of bullying and harassment via the harassment monitoring form, which will
help the University to identify any patterns and take action to prevent further incidents. There are a
number of harassment advisors across the University embedded in departments and intended to
serve the whole University - at present the Department of Physics does not have a member of staff
who is an harassment advisor (only 5 of the 27 departments have one) but following discussion at
DEC we have a role description from the University’s E & D Office for an harassment advisor and
are in the process of appointing an advisor for Physics.
There are several policies on misconduct, for students and for staff, with separate reporting
mechanisms. The University believes that all of our students should be able to live, learn and
research in a peaceful and supportive environment. The University has a duty of care to protect its
community and promote wellbeing, equality and fairness and there are therefore regulations and
procedures in place to deal with students who do not abide by the rules. As such student discipline
is covered in the ordinances and regulations of the University, with Regulation 7 outlining
disciplinary offences and process - this covers all disciplinary offences, with the exception of
academic misconduct, which is covered under a separate policy introduced in the 2014/15
academic year (the Academic Misconduct Policy for students being the responsibility of the
Standing Committee on Assessment).
Policies for staff are covered under HR procedures, as the University expects satisfactory
standards of behaviour, conduct and attendance from all its employees, the disciplinary procedure
provides a framework for dealing with instances where employees are alleged not to have met the
required standards of conduct. The aim is to ensure prompt, consistent and fair treatment for all
employees and to assist in enabling both the employee and the University to be clear about the
expectations of both parties. The procedure applies to all employees employed by the University of
York under a contract of employment.
In addition to the disciplinary procedures, there may be circumstances which, although not covered
by any of the other University procedures, lead the University to contemplate the dismissal of an
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employee. In such circumstances dismissal for some other substantial reason may be a fair reason
for terminating employment therefore a procedure and guidelines for ‘Dismissal on grounds of
illegality or some other substantial reason’ are outlined on the University’s HR webpages. Also, as
stated in the University Code of Practice on Research Integrity, the University is committed to the
highest standards in its research, underpinned by the quality of the research process, from
conception through to dissemination and application. In this, it recognises its obligation to the wider
research community and to society as a whole to uphold the integrity of academic research. As a
result, the Policy for the Investigation of an Allegation of Research Misconduct was introduced, and
this policy and procedure applies to situations where alleged unacceptable, intentional and/or
reckless behaviour or actions are deemed to constitute research misconduct. This policy and
procedure applies to all those undertaking research under the University's auspices. This includes
both research undertaken on the University's premises using its facilities, and research undertaken
on its behalf, by staff, research students, visiting or emeritus staff, associates, honorary or clinical
contract holders, contractors and consultants. It applies across all subject disciplines and fields of
study. Allegations of misconduct by research students in part of their formal assessments
(including but not limited to Annual Reviews of Progress, Thesis and Oral Examination) will be
dealt with under the Assessment Misconduct Policy for PGRs in the University's Policy on
Research Degrees. Allegations of research misconduct involving research students, outwith the
assessment process fall under this procedure for investigation.
Other procedures are available for individuals to raise and resolve issues of different concern e.g.
the Public Interest Disclosure Policy and Procedures, the Procedure for Suspected Financial
Misconduct and the Grievance Procedure
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Appendix 2 - further information regarding out Outreach activities
As mentioned in Section 1, we have extensive outreach activities, which whilst not a core activity in
terms of our Juno or Athena SWAN accreditations are important to the department in terms of
improving gender equality in Physics – the outcome of which may not be observable in the medium
term, especially our work with primary school children, who wouldn’t be entering higher education
for 7-13 years following their interactions with our outreach work.
• Primary Schools, Families and Parents: Girls need to be influenced at primary school age,
so we do a lot of work with primaries but this is not gender specific and moving forwards,
we would like to evaluate this with the students to see if there is a difference in perception
of the activities for boys and girls. Evidence also shows that for girls to be influenced, their
parents need to be involved and we ran ‘Science is for Parents too’ in 2016/17 (87% of
those attending were mothers (or grandmothers) with only 13% fathers and grandfathers).
We do a lot of work with families (eg Astrocampus Openings, Stargazing Live, Exhibitions
etc) but a record of the gender split is not currently maintained.
• Astrocampus: We don’t monitor gender for public opening (mainly families), but for youth
groups (Rainbows, Brownies and Guides being female only groups and Beavers, Cubs,
and Scouts whilst mixed gender tend to be male dominated so for analysis purposes we
have assumed that they are all male) 36% of youth groups attending the Astrocampus in
2016-17 were female (14 groups in total) and thus far in 2017-18, 43% of youth groups
attending are female (23 groups in total). We continue to monitor this and will focus
marketing towards the all-female groups, and as publicity for activity has tended to be
spread by word of mouth, so the increasing numbers of female participation show a
promising trend that awareness of the Astrocampus is raising within Guides (who tend to be
female).
• Ogden Schools Physicist of the Year Awards: of students nominated in year 10 (where we
would hope for a 50-50 split), 43% were female (this is based on their names, rather than
self-declaration of gender). Of students nominated in year 12, 22% were female (selfdeclaration of gender and in-line with the percentage of girls studying A level Physics).
Parents of the students nominated are invited to attend the awards. We will look to
encourage teachers to improve the ratio at year 10 this year.
• Sixth Formers: For the first year in 2016-17, we kept a record of all sixth-form students who
interacted with the Department. In some cases, the students stated their gender (such as
for the residential), however, in others, their gender has been assumed from their name.
31% of sixth-formers attending events were female, compared to an average of 20% in the
A level cohort as a whole.
• Outreach Student Volunteers: The percentage of female undergraduates is considerably
higher in outreach that in the undergraduate/postgraduate population as a whole, with
percentages varying by project: For large events (eg Tim Peake’s visit) we had 45% female
volunteers, on the volunteer mailing list as a whole we currently have 40% female
volunteers, for Binding Blocks we have 33% female volunteers and for the Astrocampus
training we have 50% female volunteers.
• Targeting Girls in Physics programmes: we ran this with funding from the University’s
Departmental Widening Participation Initiative funding in 2014-15 and 2015-16 (evaluation
reports on the two projects were submitted to the University following completion). Our
current project builds on the success of these previous projects, but with this project (201718), we wanted to enable more girls to be able to take part (difficult with a week-long
residential) and also to provide support throughout the year, rather than as an intensive
residential. We continue to work with year 10 girls and we have 43 students participating.
The programme is based on Isaac Physics and involves six interventions held at the
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University (including a parents meeting and a one-night residential) spread over the year.
In addition, fortnightly problem questions are set through the Isaac Physics platform, and
we are about to start online video tutorials. The girls are from 14 different schools across
the region, so this programme allows them to meet like-minded girls and form a support
network with each other, as well as with the University. The programme also helps to
address the lack of specialist Physics teachers at GCSE level, which has been shown to
particularly affect girls, with interventions that improve Physics teaching showing a
disproportionately significant effect on improving girls’ progression to A level. The website
for the project is available here: https://www.york.ac.uk/physics/public-andschools/secondary/isaac-y10/
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University of York, Department of Physics - Juno Champion Action Plan
Principle
1.1.1 Evidence of
senior management
commitment

Summary of actions
already taken to date and
outcome
HoD is a member of the
DEC.
Equality and Inclusion a
standing agenda item on
Department Management
Team agenda

1.1.2 Effective
consultation,
communication,
monitoring,
evaluation and
reporting
mechanisms

Department manager
compiles gender data and
distributes to the relevant
committees

1.1.3 Clear
accountability for
implementation and
resources allocated
(time and money)

DEC given explicit budget
to support e.g. female UG
students to attend Women
in Physics conferences

DEC Chair gives annual
report on equality matters
to Board of Studies

IOP Juno Champion Action Plan Updated May 2018

Further or new
future actions

Responsibility

Timescale

Success Measure

Outcome/Status

Chair DEC to
present updated
Juno action plan to
Department
management team
(DMT) twice a year

Chair DEC and
HoD

Twice per
year on
ongoing
basis

Equality is a key
focus at the highest
level of decision
making and
planning process in
the Department

HoD and DM sits on
DEC and are points of
liaison with
Department
Management Team
(DMT)

Discuss with
committee chairs to
understand
effectiveness of
interaction

Department
manager in
consultation with
DEC

Annual
action specific
dates to be
harmonised
with activity
of individual
committees.

Committees are
well informed and
have good access
to relevant data

Distribution of data is
broadly working but
needs review of
effectiveness

HoD

Review
annually in
January
DEC
meeting

DEC can act
independently and
has sufficient
prominence within
the Department

DEC already
supporting students to
attend e.g. Women in
Physics conference
through dedicated
budget line. DEC

Carry out
department equality
survey to
understand staff
engagement with
the process
Review available
resources and call
on further
administrative
support from the
university to
progress with AS
Gold application

1.1.4 Distributing
DEC and Project
Juno/AS workload

1.1.5 Embedding
culture in the
department

DEC allocated some
actions to relevant staff
outside the immediate DEC

Outreach officer added to
the DEC. Engagement
with other Department
committees added to our
annual agenda
Chair of DEC made
Department Equality
Champion as part of
University plan
Literature/display materials
on equality from the
University hosted in the
department

Expand reach by
allocating actions
more widely both
within and without
the DEC

Chair DEC

Mid 2018

Spread the load but
also encourage
more people to take
ownership of
equality initiatives

Department
Manager to author
Project Juno (and
latterly AS Gold)
submissions

HoD and DMT

May 2018 for
Project Juno
and then
ongoing

Keep the workplace
culture under
review through
annual staff surveys

Chair DEC

Annual.
Results
discussed in
June

Increase focus on
other equality
issues such as
LGBT inclusion in
line with Athena
Swan and issues
raised in 2017 staff
survey

Chair DEC

2017/18
academic
year

Chair DEC can
focus more widely
on equality and can
lead critique of
documents
prepared by
external writer
Equality principles
become so
embedded in
normal department
operations and
thinking as to be
robust against
changes in
structure or
personnel in the
department

Include items on
equality in staff
forum meetings
Department website
extensively revised
to include
prominent equality
pages covering
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Dr Chris Murphy
(staff forum
coordinator)

2017/18
academic
year

Liz Davies

April 2018

The June 2017
Project Juno visit
highlighted this as an
area for us to work on
and we are
responding positively
by encouraging
people to take on
responsibility for tasks
as shown in this
action plan.
Establishment of DEC
working groups for
particular projects.
Actions generally well
embedded but some
push-back against
some issues like core
hours for meetings
Staff survey indicates
staff don’t feel as well
involved as we would
like so this needs to
remain a strong focus
to raise awareness
Specific actions taken
recently include
designating genderneutral toilet facilities

1.1.6 Relationship to
Athena Swan
programme

Chair DEC on University
Athena Swan Working
Group providing input into
University Athena Swan
process and feedback to
the DEC and Department
to ensure university-wide
principles are embedded
Renewed department
Athena Swan silver status

1.1.7 External
Advisory Board

Supported application to
Athena Swan Silver at
institution level
External Advisory Board
(EAB) to Physics was
formed. Care was taken to
have a representative
board including at least one
member with recognisable
diversity experience
Athene Donald, with strong
reputation in equality area,
appointed to the board
Equality was a major topic
at EAB meeting in
September 2015
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topics from women
in Physics to LGBT,
BME, mental and
physical disability
Finalise draft
application for
Athena Swan Gold
award in order to
review steps
necessary to move
forward to Gold
application

Department
manager

July 2018

Submit AS Gold
application

Chair DEC

End of 2020

Review
membership of EAB
and aim to keep
equality high on the
agenda for the EAB

Chair DEC, HoD,
and DMT

Review
annually
each
January

Include Equality
review as a topic for
next 2018 EAB

Seamless
interaction between
the two equality
programmes

We fully recognise
that we are some way
off being ready to
apply for AS Gold but
we want to keep this
target fully in our
sights.

Effective inputs
from a
representative
cross-section of
people and, ideally,
input from those
with experience in
diversity issues in
industry and other
non-academic
areas.

The EAB is proving
very supportive of our
equality work and has
the independence to
stringently challenge
our practices which
has been very
valuable.

1.1.8 Appropriate
gender balance in
honorary
appointments

Encouraged research
groups to be mindful of
diversity in nominating
honorary appointments.
New female appointments
made at honorary fellow
and honorary professor
levels

Encourage further
submissions of
female candidates
for honorary roles
and review
honorary
appointments
profile annually

Chair DRC

Annual
agenda item
each Spring
for DRC

Balanced
representation of
honorary
appointments.
Effective role
models for younger
staff.

1.1.9 Adequate
gender balance on
Department
Committees

Considered a defined
minimum of female
representatives on larger
committees being mindful
of impact on workload

Ensure that female
representation
continues on key
committees,
particularly in light
of change from
female to male HoD

Committee chairs
and HoD/ DHoD
(Teaching)

Review
annually at
end of
academic
year i.e.
June

Avoiding
unconscious bias
and ensuring
inclusive debate

DEC Chair to
review minutes of
committees
annually to ensure
compliance and to
judge whether there
has been
appropriate quality
and depth in the

Committee Chairs
and DEC Chair

Review
annually at
end of
academic
year i.e.
June

Support embedding
of equality in the
culture of the
department’s
business and
addressing
unconscious bias

1.1.10
Consideration of
equality issues by all
Department
committees

Ensured female
participation in all
mitigating circumstances
panels, which review
evidence for student claims
on grounds of ill health etc.
Added a standing “equality
moment” agenda item for
each committee on equality
for them to consider
whether in their area of
activity and responsibility,
they are addressing
diversity issues in its
broadest sense.
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We are making
progress in this area
with female honorary
visiting professors and
fellows. It is
complicated because
each honorary role
stands on its own
merits but we are
succeeding in
encouraging staff to
be as inclusive as
possible when they
think to motivate
honorary
appointments.
We are implementing
this as far as possible.
It remains challenging
with low percentage of
female academics and
need to ensure
adequate workload
balance.

The equality moment
is working well.
Committee members
seem to respond well
to this and understand
its importance. Some
very useful initiatives
under teaching, for
example, have come

discussion of these
issues.

1.2.1 Monitor over
time, quantitative
data by gender for
staff and students

Data capture now routine –
facilitated by the
Department Manager.

1.2.2 Obtain
qualitative data from
staff and students

Annual staff, PG and UG
equality surveys carried out
and results presented to
staff by Chair DEC

Resolve the few
outstanding issues
regarding data
collection and
handling e.g.
separation of
technical and
support staff via the
Faculty of Sciences
Board and the new
Athena Swan office.
Hold further
equality surveys
annually and review
results in updating
action plan

out of this agenda
item.

DEC and
Department
Manager

June 2018
DEC
meeting

We can base our
actions on a firm
evidence base

This area has
improved drastically in
recent years and
committees are
making much more
evidence-based
decisions. A few final
tweaks to the data
formatting should
close this action.

Tamara Grant/Chair
DEC

Annual
action
Surveys
each Spring

Improved staff
satisfaction and
increased
engagement with
Project Juno and
Athena Swan
programmes

The surveys are
working well and
turning up useful
ideas much broader
than the immediate
Project Juno
principles. We need to
make sure we act on
these to maintain
continued
engagement with the
surveys.

Tamara Grant
Ensure action
follows survey
comments and
include ‘You said,
we did’ section at
front of new
surveys
Review format of
survey and whether
questions provide
the input needed
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For 2018
surveys

Tamara Grant and
UG/PG reps on
DEC

Early 2018

1.2.3 Identify any
discrepancies in
gender
representation
and/or progression
and identify factors
that might be
causing them.

Relevant data is collected
and analysed by Equality
Committee.

Keep monitoring
the pipeline and
break down data for
technical and
support staff which
was not previously
possible

Chair DEC/UG
admissions
tutor/PG
admissions tutor

Annual
review

Catch issues early
and retarget the
action plan on the
basis of the data
collected

1.3.1 Provide role
models for girls in
Physics

Recruited large numbers of
undergraduate students
(over 100) as volunteers to
run events for school
children. On average, 42%
of undergraduate
volunteers are female.
Implemented a project
aiming to aid transition
from 11-16 schools into
Sixth Form colleges,
targeted at year 10 girls.

Continue to monitor
gender balance of
volunteers at
events.

Outreach officer

Annual
recruitment
process with
termly
training
events

Promote a culture
where women in
Physics are not
viewed as unusual

Take on a new
cohort of year 10
students into the
programme and
extend the
programme for
those involved to
continue into year
11.

Outreach officer

New year 10
cohort and
continuation
of the project
into year 11
in academic
year 201819.

Create a peersupported network
for girls entering Alevel Physics

1.3.2 Encourage
uptake of A-level
Physics

Initially run as one-week
residentials for small
numbers of students from a
range of schools to interact
and develop networks
(Summer 2015 and 2016).
Now (2017-18) developed
into a programme for larger
numbers of students with
regular interventions over a
year, culminating in a short
residential in the summer.
Run in conjunction with
Isaac Physics.
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Students to
be able to
progress into
A level within
the project in
2019-20.

The data clearly show
recent successes in
increasing female
representation in UG
cohort but there
continue to be
challenges at PG
level, especially
taught MSc.
We are providing
excellent role models
– the engagement of
female
undergraduates is far
above the percentage
in the cohort.
Evaluation of project
in summer 2019 and
summer 2021. If
successful, project to
be embedded within
outreach programme.

1.3.3 Provide
careers guidance at
school level

Structured work experience
programme introduced for
year 12 students in 2017.
‘Physics at Work’ careers
workshops for year 9
students held in December
2016 and 2017.

Continue work
experience
programme for year
12s.

Outreach officer

Continue Physics at
Work project.
Offer standard
talk/exhibition stand
at school career
events when
requested.

1.3.4 Promote
Physics to students
from primary school

Departmental capacity for
delivery of the outreach
programme to primary
students increased with the
appointment of a graduate
intern (2016-17 and 201718)
Extensive programme of
activities themed around
astronomy and space
science using the
Astrocampus and
Cosmodome.
Two year project around
Tim Peake’s mission
delivered, working with
students and teachers in
collaboration with ESERO
(European Space
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Continue delivery of
space-themed and
materials
workshops.
Expand the
provision of
workshops to
include other core
topics in the
primary curriculum.

Year 12
work
experience
and Physics
at Work to
take place
annually.

Enable girls to view
Physics as a viable
career path

Physics at Work will
continue, dependent
upon funding.

Careers
talks/stands
upon request
(usually
around 4-8
requests
each year)
Outreach officer

Continuing
delivery.
New
graduate
intern to be
appointed
(funding
permitting)
August 2018

Year 12 work
experience
programme is
embedded within the
outreach programme.

Address gender
stereotypes before
they have the
chance to become
fixed

Ongoing work with
primary schools
dependent upon
funding for new
graduate intern.

Education Resource
Office).
High profile outreach event
held at York based on visit
by UK astronaut, Tim
Peake.

1.3.5 Work with
parents to break
down stereotypes

Materials workshops
delivered through FusionCDT in collaboration with
‘Inspiring Minds’
The Department has
contributed to the ‘Science
is for Parents too’
programme, that works
directly with parents.
Developed more family
activities around our
Astrocampus (regular
openings) and through
‘Children’s
University’(interactive/demo
talks). Ran family friendly
exhibitions (including
around Tim Peake’s
mission, in collaboration
with the UK Space Agency)
and contributed to those
offered elsewhere (such as
Deershed Festival).
Parents invited in as part of
projects with their children
such as the launch events
for the Isaac Physics
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Continue to offer
regular family
friendly events.
Continue to engage
with the parents of
students
participating in our
programmes.

Outreach officer

Ongoing

By influencing
parents, students
will be encouraged
to challenge
stereotypes in their
home
environments.

Family-friendly events
are an integral part of
the outreach
programme.
Parental engagement
is key to long-term
projects and thus is
being used
increasingly across
the outreach
programme.
Stereotypes are
explicitly challenged
when working with
parents on Girls in
Physics initiatives.

programmes and to
celebrate their children’s
success at the Ogden
School Physicist of the
Year Awards.
1.3.6 Work
proactively with
other organisations
promoting girls into
Physics

Utilised best practice such
as the WISE ‘People like
me’ resource and IOP
gender balance workshop.
Supported programmes
such as IOP Stimulating
Physics network by hosting
events such as Science
Ambassador training.
Participated in events for
International Women’s Day
and Ada Lovelace day and
provided workshops for
Girls in Physics initiatives
(such as that run by the
Soroptimists).
Continued to develop
programmes with the
Ogden Trust, Isaac Physics
and other external partners

1.4.1 Sharing good
practice

Participation by staff in
Women in Science
conferences
Hosted Project Juno
Champion workshop at
York in 2016
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Continue transition
project, run in
collaboration with
Isaac Physics (see
1.3.2)

Outreach officer

Ongoing

Address the issue
of gender equality
and utlise best
practice from within
the sector.

We are closely
engaged with other
bodies such as IOP,
Ogden Trust around
promoting Physics to
girls.

Chair DEC and
HoD

Ongoing

Two-way exchange
of information with
the wider
community.
Highlight good
practice to
prospective

We have profited from
a number of
opportunities to
expose our work
inside and outside the
university. Moreover,
some of our staff

Continue to support
other organisations
as requested.
Cross-market
events for
International
Women’s day and
other national
activities with
partner
organisations to
raise the profile of
such initiatives.

Continue to seek
opportunities to
share good practice
with wider
university through
equality champion
forum

May 2018
Engaged with other
departments through
university AS committees
and equality champion
network
UG conference has led on
to plans to form a UG
womens network

Charles Barton to
speak on gender
balance in
admissions at IOP
event for
admissions tutors
from UK and
Ireland

April 2018
Liz Davies

Department website
extensively revised
to include
prominent equality
pages covering
topics from women
in Physics to LGBT,
BME, mental and
physical disability
(see also under
1.1.5)
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Charles Barton

employees and
students via our
webpages.

serve on IOP-related
committees: Sarah
Thompson on
IOP/RSC/EPSRC
working group on
equality, and Christian
Diget on IOP Diversity
Committee.

Principle

Summary of actions
already taken to date
and outcome

Further or new
future actions

Responsibility

Timescale

Success Measure

Outcome/Status

Staff feel
empowered to take
career breaks
without worrying
about the
consequences to
their career

We are actively
supporting career
breaks and ensuring
these are taken into
account. We
recognised that we
need to show this
better externally and
are revising our
webpages accrdinlgy.

A level-playing field
for applicants at all
levels

We are operating well
in this area. Staff are
trained and we are
looking to refresh
training for some. All
interview panels
including PG
interviews require a
mixed-gender panel.

2.1 Career breaks and gender awareness
2.1.1 Ensure career
breaks are taken into
consideration

We ensured that there
was standard wording
in all advertising and
the HoD ensures that
this is taken into
consideration during
the appointment
process
Included in annual
report to BoS
Reviewed career
breaks taken in the
last few years

2.1.2 Gender
awareness included
in training for all staff
who interview

We considered
whether department
should go beyond
UoY practice. We now
strongly encourage all
panel members to
undertake the training,
but only insist on the
panel Chair having
done so.

Continue review of
career breaks taken
and track statistics
over longer period

HoD

Mid 2018

Review by staff
survey

PA to HoD

Annual.
Results
discussed in
June each
year

Update website to
give case studies of
career breaks and
other examples of
part-time/flexible
working
A recent review
showed that many
staff have not taken
such training for
some years and we
will be requesting
refresher training

PA to HoD

April 2018

Department
manager

Report in June
2018
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Chair DEC helped to
developed UB training
module now taken by
all academic staff
across the University.

2.1.3 Provide
induction for all new
staff, including
research assistants,
on appointment

We examined the
effectiveness after two
years operation. We
are pleased with the
key components, but
some aspects need to
be embedded more
robustly.

We will find out the
level of take-up of
the UB training
module and find
opportunities to
publicise this
initiative more widely
inside and outside
the university.
Induction materials
rewritten in early
2018 to provide
information for new
staff. The materials
now explicitly
namecheck and
explain the rationale
behind the
department’s
participation in
Project Juno and
Athena Swan.

Chair DEC

Report in June
2018

HoD, DHoD and
Department
manager

Review the success
of the new induction
materials taking
feedback from
relevant staff.

Staff receive
appropriate
induction and are
fully aware of
culture of equality
in the department

A proper induction is
important to ensure
that new staff
understand not only
the procedures but
the culture in the
department. Our
recently revised
literature provides
more of a rationale
behind our policies.

Increased
percentage of
female applicants
advancing to each
stage of the
appointment
process

The data indicates the
key area of concern is
in the number of
women applying for
academic positions.
The issue is by no
means uniform as

Report to
October 2018
DEC meeting

2.2 Monitoring recruitment and applications at different stages
2.2.1 Monitor
applications, shortlists
and appointments,
looking at the
proportion of women
(internal and external)
at each stage

Regularly analysed
these reports at the
DEC.
Considered whether
particular research
areas suffer a greater

Need to establish
procedure to capture
gender balance in
offers made as this
data is not routinely
collected by the
centre
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Department
Manager

Report in June
2018

gender imbalance.

2.2.2 Identify any
discrepancies in
pathway from initial
applications through
interview and
investigate why this
might be the case,
taking action as
necessary

2.2.3 Ensure
adequate number of
female applicants for
PDRA positions

some applications
receive a strong
percentage female
applications while
some roles have
received zero. This
seems to be quite
specific to the area
and likely represents
the pool of potential
applicants in some
specific topics.

Analysis indicates that
there is no break in
the pathway through
the process.

Review strategy for
future appointments.

Chair DEC/HoD

DEC carried out
further review based
on larger dataset

Research groups
encouraged to brain
storm for potential
candidates of both
genders and
approach them
directly

Research group
leaders

We set up a working
group to see what
we can do to
encourage more
female applications.
We have drawn on
good practice in
other departments
and revised our
advertising
practices. We have

Chair DEC/HoD

Fraction of female
applicants for recent
academic
appointments was low
We considered
alternative schemes,
but in the meantime
the percentage of
female applicants has
significantly
increased.
No further action, but
continue with our
improved recruitment
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Guidance to
staff issued in
April 2018
followed by
twice yearly
review of new
procedures

Success to be
judged from data
on pathway and
overall staff
numbers

The data don’t show
any significant
changes in the
pathway. The problem
lies at the application
level. We address this
under 2.2.3

Maintaining parity
with numbers of
female PhD
students and
postdocs
elsewhere in the
UK

The main issue in this
area is low numbers
of applicants.
Encouraged by the
Project Juno team
visit in June 2017, we
have given this area a
thorough overhaul
and it will be a specific
focus of our action
plan in the near

2.2.4 Ensure that
UCAS days represent
gender balance in the
Department

procedures and
monitor the
recruitment data to
ensure improvement
is maintained.

standardised the
advertising and now
Chair DEC will sign
off on each advert
before it goes out.

Encourage postdocs
to create timelines on
their webpages
showing work-life
balance

In parallel, we have
revised our outwardfacing webpages to
celebrate our
participation in
Project Juno and AS
and provided case
studies of flexible
working

Retrained female staff
not previously
involved in UCAS
days.

Chair DEC to
engage with
incoming UG
admissions tutors

Ensured gender
balance in mini
lectures etc. and
visible female
presence (staff and
students) on Open
Days.

Consider displaying
equality materials
more prominently on
UCAS visit days
Review level of
participation of
female staff

Unconscious bias
material made
available to
interviewers on UG
admissions website.
Female UG students
run a stall at each
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future.

UG admissions
tutor/ Chair DEC

Review at
close of
current season
i.e. September
2018

Improved gender
balance in the UG
cohort

We believe we have
very good practice in
this area and can
demonstrate that we
have made a real
difference in UG
recruitment. We need
to both keep up this
good work and find
ways to publicise it
more widely. We also
have to avoid the
danger of
complacency.

UCAS day and
provide a talk to
applicants on “women
in physics”
Better data capture of
applications process
with gender
breakdown

2.2.5 Gender
representation in
postgraduate student
cohort

Staff forum held to
discuss annual open
day format
Revised process of
admissions for PG
students to ensure
gender equality and to
promote interaction
between applicants
and female
staff/students

Review advertising
and website to
further promote
female applications
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Chair DEC/PG
admissions tutor/
Fusion-CDT
admissions

October 2018

Increase in
acceptance of PG
offers from female
applicants

The website is partly
revised but we are
currently working on
improved/more
diverse student
profiles and looking
for new photographs.

Principle

Summary of actions
already taken to date
and outcome

Further or new
future actions

Responsibility

Timescale

Success Measure

Outcome/Status

Continue annual
appraisal process
and review the
mechanism for
effectiveness

Chair DEC/HoD

Reviewed
annually

Staff feel supported
in their career
development

All staff have an
annual appraisal and
completed paperwork
is seen by HoD. The
annual appraisal
process is working
very well. The
appraisal is carried
out by line managers
so we need to find
routes to more
impartial advice.

3.1 Transparent appraisal and development
3.1.1 Appraise all
staff, including
researchers and
PDRAs

Central training records
make it possible now to
insist that all PIs have
appropriate training.
Appraisal process was
reviewed to ensure that
staff are fully trained.

3.1.2 Mentoring
scheme in place
with training and
guidance available
for both mentors
and mentees

A mentoring scheme has
been developed to cover
aspects such as parttime working and
work/life balance.
New career-focussed
mentoring scheme for
researchers developed
and implemented in
Summer 2015.

Favourable review
in staff survey

Encourage more
career advice

Review success of
mentoring scheme
with staff engaged in
that programme

Chair DEC and HoD

Share best practice
amongst mentors in
a more structured
way.

HoD
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Review
annually at
October DEC
meeting

Allow all new staff
to develop to their
full potential

Mentoring scheme
generally received
well, but with much
variability of
experience.

3.1.3 Ensure all
staff, including
PDRAs, have
access to impartial
career guidance

Performance review
paperwork now
monitored by the HoD to
ensure process
conducted effectively.
Careers guidance
provided to PhD
students.

Monitor career
destinations and
success of leavers

HoD and Chair DRC

Report to DEC
at meeting
each June

Allow PDRAs, PGs
to access White
Rose Industrial
Physics Academy
(based at York)
events to meet
people from
industry.

Chair DEC/Andrew
Hirst

Ongoing

HoD

Review data
annually in the
Summer after
promotions are
approved

Allow staff and
postgraduate
students to develop
their careers inside
and outside the
department

Academics may be
less familiar with
opportunities in wider
industry. We can
improve this by
including our
PG/PDRAs in events
run by WRIPA.

Qualified staff are
not discouraged
from seeking
promotion because
of false perceptions
on how career
breaks etc. will be
treated

Data from the centre
does not indicate
disparity in promotion
success across the
Faculty of Sciences

3.2 Transparent promotion processes and procedures
3.2.1 Ensure
promotions
process is
transparent and
fair to all staff at all
levels, including
those who have
had a career break

We monitored the
promotions issue and
received data on it from
the University via the
Athena Swan Committee
which suggests that no
problem exists.

Continue review of
data over longer
term, noting any
changes

University keeps
promotions data under
regular review through
Athena Swan committee.
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3.2.2 Ensure all
staff are aware of
promotion criteria
and process and
the support
available to them
throughout the
process

3.2.3 Take steps
to identify and
encourage
potential
candidates for
promotion

Introduced Physics
promotions support
panel in 2016 to raise
the profile of support for
applications
Job descriptions for e.g.
experimental officer
have been reviewed so
that criteria for promotion
to senior experimental
officer are clearer.
HoD runs an annual
promotion meeting and
circulates redacted
information on those
promoted to show the
level needed.
The path to promotion is
discussed annually in all
performance
development reviews
which are undertaken by
HoD/DHoD.

Carry out annual
reminder on these
issues as part of
staff meeting led by
HoD

HoD, Department
Manager and Chair
DRC in conjunction
with HR

Promotions
support panel
to run annually
in the Summer

Staff feel supported
and empowered in
seeking promotion
at the right stage
for them

We have brought in
various measures to
encourage promotion
applications such as a
support panel. Takeup of these
opportunities is good.

Explore the success
and transparency of
the new promotions
criteria.

HoD

Annual
performance
review for staff

Balanced pattern of
promotions over
longer term

Promotion is fully on
the agenda for each
annual performance
review

Understand any
issues specifically
affecting Physics.
Consider whether a
procedure is needed
for PDRAs
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Principle

Summary of
actions already
taken to date and
outcome

Further or new
future actions

Responsibility

Timescale

Success Measure

Outcome/Status

Continue to
monitor via staff
survey. Broaden
scope beyond
gender equality
more in line with
updated AS
programme.

Chair DEC and
relevant, delegated
working parties

Review staff
survey results at
June DEC meeting

Staff feely fully
engaged in the life
and work of the
department. They
feel able to
influence policies
important to them.

As far as possible,
we strive to make
our policies
inclusive but we
need to challenge
this regularly via
annual surveys.
We also need to
reflect on broader
aspects of
inclusivity including
BME, LGBT etc.

Continue to
provide training
and carry out
ongoing review at
different levels
including via the
department
equality survey

Department
Manager

Review staff
survey results at
June DEC meeting

Improved feedback
on teaching and in
NSS

Relevant training is
now routine and
compliance is
demonstrated via
the online training
which records
participation

4.1 Promote an inclusive
culture
4.1.1 Ensure
departmental
processes,
procedures and
practices are fully
inclusive

4.1.2 Gender
awareness
included in the
training for all staff
and demonstrators.

We analysed
results of the
University survey
and updated our
action plan. This
did not reveal
concerns in
relevant measures.
Staff survey held in
April 2017 and
results fed back to
staff by DEC Chair.
All staff are
required to
complete the
online module
“Equality in the
Workplace”
Equality training for
postgraduates who
teach provided
from October 2014
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4.1.3 Promote
inclusive social
activities and other
opportunities for
mutual support and
interaction.

Social events take
place regularly.

4.1.4 Use
positive, inclusive
images in both
internal and
external
communication

Photoshoot
organised by
Communications
Group
emphasising
diversity

Social committee
established to
reduce reliance on
ad hoc events.

New
undergraduate
prospectus and
literature launched
in 2017
4.1.5 Encourage
and support female
seminar speakers.

Ongoing reminders
sent to relevant
staff to consider
gender balance in
appointment of
examiners,
assessors,
colloquium and
seminar speakers

Range and
diversity of social
events reviewed by
DEC and explored
in staff survey

Social Committee
and Chair DEC

Ongoing. Review
annually by DEC

Staff feel engaged
in the life of the
department. Noone
feels excluded
depending on their
status

Department
webpages to be
redesigned and
updated with
inclusivity in mind

HoD and Chair
DEC

During 2018

Improved
perception of
Physics inside and
outside the
department

The postgraduate
admissions pages
are partially
updated and need
addition of new
student profiles
and photographs

PG admissions
tutor

February 2018

Chair DEC to work
with research
groups to
encourage a more
inclusive approach

Chair
DEC/Research
group leaders

During 2018
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Consideration of
diversity in invited
speakers becomes
a routine activity.
Young researchers
are regularly
exposed to diverse
range of speakers
and effective role
models.

There a good
range of different
social activities
taking place.
These vary
between during
and outside normal
working hours and
explore different
formats.
We have some
good images on
our webpages and
other
communications
but there are areas
for further work.

Data explicitly
collected in
preparation of AS
Gold draft. Some
differences
between research
groups were found.
Some negative
comments on this
issue were made in
the department
staff survey.
Further work here

is needed.

4.1.6 Maintain
department
collegiality in splitsite situation

Staff events to
encourage
opportunities for
informal interaction
have been
initiated: monthly
staff forums,
teaching and
research focussed
away (half) days

This issue was
highlighted again in
an External Review
of the Department
(received January
2018). Continue to
explore all
opportunities to
bring staff together.

Chair
DEC/HoD/Socials
Committee

Ongoing

Improved staff
satisfaction.
Improvement in
communication
and collegiality.

Whilst the
Department
remains on a split
site we have to
continue to be
proactive through
using all sites for
meetings and
organising events
such as Away
Days and social
events to promote
our collegial
atmosphere.

Equality item by
Chair DEC for
each newsletter

Chair DEC

Monthly action

Improved staff
satisfaction in
university survey
and NSS results

There are regular
newsletters and
news items which
bring to the fore
the work of
individuals and
their varied
contributions. Our
annual awards are
a key way of
recognising
contributions and
we are evolving
this event to be
less focussed on
teaching

4.2 Transparent work - allocation model
4.2.1 Recognise
the full range of
types of
contributions and
departmental role,
including
administration,
welfare and
outreach activities.

We recognise
achievements in
departmental
newsletter and
through staff
emails from the
HoD
The monthly
newsletter has
been augmented
by a weekly digest
for routine
information
delivery. The
newsletter is now
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PA to HoD

more prioritised to
draw attention to
key achievements.
We are more
proactive at getting
press releases out.

4.2.2 Ensure all
staff are aware of
the criteria used to
develop the
workload model
and that the
allocation is
transparent

contributions so
that it also reflects
good work in
research and the
work of support
staff.

An annual Physics
Awards ceremony
has been
introduced with
nominations for
contributions by
staff in all
categories as well
as UG and PG
students.

Review success of
Physics Awards
considering
whether it is broad
enough in scope
and recognises
non-teaching
contributions such
as research
adequately.

We use the PURE
system to make
research
contributions
transparent to all
staff.

Continue to
develop workload
model so that
research and
external activities
are more clearly
captured

The university
launched a major
project on
workload models.
Departments will
have some
autonomy in their
use and it is
expected that
research will be
captured more
transparently. The
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Discuss at June
2018 DEC meeting

DHoD in
consultation with
Chair DEC

Review model in
June 2018

Improved staff
satisfaction in
university and
department
surveys

Our workload
model is well
recognised in the
university and staff
appreciate the
ability to see
clearly their level of
contribution and
also see that it is
not out-of-line with
their colleagues. It
is more challenging
to include
research-focussed
activities since
these are complex.
In general, those
perceived to have
high levels of

model Physics has
developed is
considered to be
the most
transparent and
comprehensive
systems in the
university and is
regularly used as
an exemplar.
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research activity
are recognised in
the workload
allocation.

Principle

Summary of
actions already
taken to date and
outcome

Further or new
future actions

Responsibility

Timescale

Success Measure

Outcome/Status

5.1 Support and promote flexible working practices
5.1.1 Clear
support from Head
of Department for
flexible and parttime working

We have continued
our supportive
policy

Ongoing with
review through
staff survey

HoD

Annual staff survey
in the Spring

Staff satisfaction
and data showing
increased take up
over longer term

5.1.2 Consistently
applied policy on
part-time and
flexible working

We have continued
to monitor
individual loads
and support when
peak demands
occur

Ongoing with
review through
staff survey

HoD

Review at October
DEC meeting

Staff satisfaction in
university survey

We intend to
encourage
transparency in
this area by
updating equality
webpages to
reflect recent case
studies
Continue to remind
staff of this practice
at termly staff
meetings

Liz Davies

Launch for April
2018 and keep
regularly updated

HoD

Termly all staff
meetings

5.1.3 Promote the
benefits of flexible
working for both
men and women,
particularly for
those with caring
responsibilities

We continued with
this practice.
We ensured it is
mentioned in
recruitment
literature
Impact explored
through staff
survey in April
2017
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Staff satisfaction in
university survey
and positive
feedback in
department
equality survey

A number of staff
are making good
use of flexible
working formally
agreed with the
HoD

5.1.4 Explicit
support for those
returning from
career breaks or
maternity leave

5.1.5 Encourage
take up of paternity
and other caring
leave
5.1.6 Introduce
back to full-time
work “guarantee”
for all staff

Support is
considered on an
individual basis
and to date has
been well received.

Encourage full
participation in
opportunities
offered by shared
maternity and
paternity leave.
Introduced
effective full-time
work guarantee for
all staff subject to
resource limitations

Continue to
monitor as further
data emerges

Chair DEC

It has become
clear that on-site
nursery provision is
poor and hindering
staff returning from
maternity leave.
We will lobby to
have provision
increased.

Marina Petri

Review take-up of
leave and
investigate if it is
judged to be
sufficiently
supportive.
Continue to
monitor data and
staff reaction
through
department
equality survey

Chair DEC
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HoD

Review data at
June 2018 DEC
meeting

Staff satisfaction in
university survey
and positive
feedback in
department
equality survey

Support is well
advertised by the
HoD. The situation
regarding the
campus nursery is
very unsatisfactory.
The building is
poor and cannot
accommodate
needs of staff as a
priority. Marina
Petri has already
discussed this
directly with the
Vice-Chancellor
who has indicated
that he views this
matter as one
needing urgent
attention
Evidence of
planned take up by
two members of
staff already

Increased uptake
in flexible working

We cannot have a
“back to full time
work” guarantee
but so far we have
been able to
accommodate all
reasonable
requests and allow

Review situation at
October DEC
meetings

5.1.7 Manage
expectations for
interaction
between staff and
students and
between staff

Introduced code of
practice for
communications
with students and
between staff

5.1.8 Promote
working practices
which support
remote working

Reviewed forms
and documents to
withdraw manual
signatures as far
as possible. Most
documents related
to HR/recruitment
are now fully
electronic

5.1.9 Review policy
for internal
meetings, including
seminars and
colloquia, and
ensure that timing
maximises
participation for
staff

Staff meetings are
now videocaptured
for later viewing
Established 10-4
core hours for
meetings. Policy
now in practice.

Monitor success of
the policy.

HoD/Chair BoS

Engage with UG
community through
staff/student
committee to
gauge satisfaction.
Tackle outstanding
issues where
paper documents
are required.

Chair, staff-student
liaison committee

Department
manager

Review at June
DEC meeting

Increased uptake
in flexible working
and improved
work-life balance
Improved NSS
scores

Review at October
DEC meeting

Increased uptake
in flexible working

Lobby university to
deal with cases
where they are
responsible
Lobby university to
ensure that this
practice regarding
core hours also
applies to meetings
at the university
level.
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HoD

Increased uptake
in flexible working

people back to full
time work later
should they want
that
This policy is
working fairly well.
The department
has been
shortening many of
its feedback
deadlines of late
and the impact will
also be felt in NSS
survey.
This policy is now
largely embedded.
A very few forms
are still on paper
but mainly only
those where a
process is being
updated and the
manual signature
will shortly be
phased out.
There was a little
pushback
regarding the core
hours for meetings
but now all
department
meetings are in
these hours. It is
harder at times to
influence policy in
the wider
university.

5.1.10 Review how
student work can
be submitted in a
manner that
facilitates home
working

Introduced online
submission and
assessment for
final year projects

Review the
processes
employed to see if
online system can
be simplified or
streamlined.

Deputy HoD
(teaching)

5.1.11 Promote
work-life balance
by reviewing
internal
communications

Department
newsletter
functioning well to
collate news into
one place

Monitor cases
where direct cc:all
messages are sent
outside the digest
cycle and discuss
with staff where
these appear
inappropriate. This
practice seems
quite difficult to
stop completely

HoD and
Department
Manager

Introduced a more
structured email
culture with
majority of
messages moved
to a weekly digest
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Improved work-life
balance

This is ongoing
because reminders
are sent where
staff start up
“cc:all” email
chains

Improved staff
satisfaction
monitored through
surveys
Improved work-life
balance

Nearly all student
work is submitted
electronically and
this system is now
working very well.
We have an
effective range of
weekly/monthly
communications
now where
information is
collated. Very
occasionally, urget
information is
provided outside
this cycle.

